The Best of all Worlds
Panaya provides control for better ERP test cycles. Worksoft allows end-to-end automated testing. Combining the two, you get a complete solution to boost your functional testing in a simple, fast, and efficient way, balancing manual & automation testing in one place.

Benefits

A single source of truth to control testing
Gain maximum control executing both attended and automated testing cycles in Panaya, and see actual results and execution status in real time.

Make automation accessible to everyone
Simplify test automation for technical and non-technical users with Panaya’s ease of use.

BizDevOps (DevOps 2.0) – Linking business to IT
Empower business stakeholders to plan and control automatic test cycles as part of your continuous testing process.

Accelerate testing and reduce cost
The power to do more with less, reducing the time, cost, and risk of any SAP or Oracle testing cycle by more than 50%.
Key Features

Synchronize your Worksoft library into Panaya

- Enrich the Panaya test catalog with Worksoft automation scenarios. Consolidate all testing assets into Panaya to plan cycles, and manage data sets, in a single place.

Easy to access, detailed test results

- Get highest-quality test result documentation from a single place, covering attended and automated test cycles.

Full control & visibility over test progress

- Work seamlessly from within Panaya. Execute and monitor attended and automated tests while easily resolving bottlenecks.

The Process

- Sync
- Plan & Scope
- Execute & Document
- Real-Time Monitoring & Remove Bottlenecks

See how Panaya and Worksoft can make your testing easy and fast

Get a Tailored Demo

Panaya enables organizations to accelerate application change and continuously deliver innovation with its Change Intelligence Platform. Panaya provides cloud-based application delivery and testing solutions that ensure collaboration between Business and IT. Enabling enterprise agility with faster release velocity and uncompromising quality, Panaya delivers an optimized user experience with end-to-end visibility of the application lifecycle. Since 2008, 3,000 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been using Panaya to deliver quick quality change to enterprise applications.
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